
Our Thrive Tribe Launches Social Media
Mastery Course to Empower Dental Industry
Partners

Our Thrive Tribe looks to empower dental

industry partners with the launch of its

Social Media Mastery Course, centered

around LinkedIn.

TAMPA, FL, US, July 3, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Our Thrive Tribe,

a leading marketing agency for dental

industry partners, is thrilled to

announce the launch of its Social

Media Mastery Course. This first-of-its-

kind comprehensive eight-week

training program is centered around

using LinkedIn, and designed to equip

participants with essential skills and

insights to build their brands in the

DSO space.

The Social Media Mastery Course addresses a critical need in the industry by offering specialized

training for marketing teams and professionals who may lack specific dental industry or

marketing experience. By focusing on LinkedIn, the world's largest professional network,

participants will learn how to leverage this platform effectively to enhance their personal and

corporate brands, drive engagement, and generate leads.

"Many dental industry partners have talented internal marketing teams, but they may be new to

our industry, or be unsure of effective strategies for utilizing LinkedIn," said Sarah Ruberg, CEO

of Our Thrive Tribe. "Our goal with this course is to bridge that gap by providing practical, hands-

on training that empowers participants to maximize their LinkedIn presence and achieve

tangible business results by meeting decision makers where they live – on LinkedIn.”

The course curriculum covers a wide range of topics essential for social media mastery,

including:

http://www.einpresswire.com


- Dental Industry Overview: Understanding the industry, market dynamics, and trends.

- Mastering LinkedIn: Optimizing profiles, utilizing LinkedIn Premium, and expanding networks.

- Crafting Compelling Profiles: Creating impactful personal and business profiles.

- Engagement Strategies: Proactive outreach, effective commenting, and reputation

management.

- Key Opinion Leaders: Identifying and leveraging influential figures in the dental industry.

- Conference Strategies: Preparing for, networking at, and following up after dental

conferences.

- Content Creation: Developing engaging content and utilizing content creation tools.

- Direct Messaging: Effective strategies for cold messaging and outreach.

Participants will benefit from interactive sessions, practical assignments, and personalized

feedback to ensure they are applying learned strategies effectively. Upon completion of the

course, participants will receive a Dental Marketing Specialist certificate, validating their

proficiency in utilizing LinkedIn for business development in the dental industry.

The first cohort will begin on July 31st, and those interested can contact Sarah Ruberg for more

information on registration.

About Our Thrive Tribe

Our Thrive Tribe specializes in providing social media marketing for dental industry partners.

With a focus on innovation and business development, Our Thrive Tribe empowers dental

professionals to achieve their business goals through strategic marketing and operational

excellence.

Sarah Ruberg

Our Thrive Tribe

sarahsparkles@ourthrivetribe.co
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